Globalisation of Financial Markets: An International Passport for Securities Offerings?
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I. Introduction

International sales and trading of securities are nothing new. In fact, studies suggest that international securities activities existed at least from the initial formation of stock exchanges in Europe. Over the last twenty years, there has been an increasing interest in international securities, their issuance, trading, and regulation. This trend slowed somewhat with recent financial crises in emerging markets around the world, but increased again to the end of 2000. This increase included the highest volume of mergers activity in history, and massive capital raising by technology (especially telecommunications companies), which drove the volume and value of international securities business to, in absolute terms, the highest level ever. As equity markets stalled in 2001, with the collapse of the Internet bubble and terrorist attacks in the United States, new issues activity in international securities markets has become quiet, but not silent, with global issues still planned and discussion of related issues continuing.2

While securities markets have always encompassed international participants and sales, prior to the First World War, such activities were essentially unregulated. During the period from the First World War to the 1960s, international capital movements were tightly regulated and restricted through legislative efforts of individual countries. In fact one purpose of the Bretton Woods system was to prevent financial instability of the sort seen in the first half of the twentieth century; this was the system with which Sir Joseph Gold was closely involved.
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Beginning in the 1960s, restrictions on capital movements began to be relaxed, with a resulting growth of international financial activities, culminating in the collapse of the Bretton Woods fixed exchange rate system in 1973. Sir Joseph was deeply involved in these developments and in attempting to secure international financial stability in the years following. Following the collapse of Bretton Woods, the remainder of the 1970s was characterised by petrodollar recycling, culminating in the emerging market debt crisis of the 1980s. Towards the end of Sir Joseph's career at the International Monetary Fund (IMF), changes in the international financial markets began to intensify.

As the move towards state dominance of individual economies began to reach its limits, the worldwide trend towards privatisation of state-owned companies and assets beginning in the 1980s, in the United Kingdom under Margaret Thatcher, led to interest and the need for offerings of equity securities in multiple capital markets throughout the world, creating the first "global offerings," and highlighted the "internationalisation" of financial markets. Nonetheless, most of these activities have taken place in the context of individual domestic markets, with foreign participants (whether issuers, purchasers, or dealers) forced to meet the individual national requirements of any given jurisdiction of interest, a situation not dissimilar to that originally envisioned under Bretton Woods, but now in a far different context.

As a result of the pressures of internationalisation of financial markets, beginning with a number of regional experiments, steps have been taken toward the acceptance of foreign credentials for offerings and listings of securities on an equal basis with those of domestic participants, of which the European efforts to develop a single market for capital in the context first of the European Communities and now the European Union (EU) are the most advanced. For a variety of reasons, most of these efforts have not been entirely successful, often due to lack of synchronisation of domestic legal systems, with the increasingly open and internationalised character of international financial markets. As a result of increasing "globalisation" of financial markets in the 1990s, efforts are now being focused on the development of international standards applicable to securities markets, with the aim to harmonise minimum standards and eventually to support mutual recognition based upon common standards, including offerings and listings of securities.

Sir Joseph would have realised that the old system was no longer appropriate and that new initiatives, preferably on an international basis, were needed in order to limit volatility in a rapidly changing financial landscape to prevent the sorts of economic disturbances common prior to the establishment of the IMF. While he probably would have preferred a more coherent, international, and formal path, he would have recognised that this is not always possible and certainly would have been interested in progress. It is in this light and in light of the comments of Sir Joseph's son, Richard, respecting the next generation of international legal practitioners that this article is presented.

After describing the trends noted above in general terms, this article analyses the issue of whether, for the first time, international efforts may lead to the development of a standard format for the content of an international offering/listing document acceptable in jurisdictions around the world, i.e., a "global prospectus" or "international passport prospectus." Recent cross-border corporate mergers and acquisitions, proposed mergers and alliances between
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Section II of this article briefly discusses the historical development of international securities markets. The most significant developments in this respect are the development of the Euromarkets and initiatives seeking to encourage international listings through relaxation of domestic standards for foreign issuers. These initiatives, however, do not truly foreshadow the development of a single global offering document, but rather reflect the needs and requirements of internationalisation of competition between markets for business opportunities represented by cross-border offerings and listings.

Section III discusses the development of two significant regional initiatives supporting mutual recognition of securities offerings: the multi-jurisdictional disclosure system (MJDS), involving the United States and Canada; and the securities Directives of the European Union (EU). These initiatives are the precursors to recent efforts to promote the creation of a single offering document for offering and listing securities around the world, involving the efforts of the International Organisation of Securities Commissions (IOSCO) and the International Accounting Standards Committee (IASC). Section IV discusses the content of the international standards as devised, both non-financial international listing requirements and financial and accounting harmonisation and standards. Section V discusses the implementation process in the United States, EU, and elsewhere. Finally, section VI concludes with a short discussion of the implications of the development of a global prospectus for further globalisation of financial markets.

This author concludes that these changes are driven by a search for high standards of regulation (necessary to encourage investor participation), and by the move toward creation of a single capital market in Europe to rival that in the United States. These trends will focus consolidation in other smaller markets (e.g., the various countries of east Asia), along with a move towards higher international standards in markets, in such jurisdictions around the world, if they are to maintain the interest of international investors. Nonetheless, even with an international passport for securities offerings and listings, domestic requirements will continue to address issues of enforcement and corporate governance.

II. Development of International Securities Markets

In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the international capital markets of Europe were dominated by Amsterdam, with some competition from Geneva and Genoa. Dutch investments centered on (in consecutive periods) its Empire and the Continent, on Britain until the Anglo-Dutch Wars, then on France and the United States, until the occupation of Amsterdam during the Napoleonic Wars. Throughout this period, activities took place through a variety of instruments, such as loans, bonds, annuities, and equity securities, and involved sophisticated techniques, such as short selling, puts, calls, and futures. While loan contracts were in use, company law, including law governing equity securities, was quite undeveloped. The essential absence of any sort of regulation of securities markets or offering requirements in all likelihood exacerbated the frequency and severity of periodic panics and crashes.
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In the nineteenth century, London became the leading centre for international financial activities, although Paris provided strong competition. By the beginning of the First World War, the London financial markets were involved in wide and varied international financial transactions, rivaling the sophistication and extent of those today.\(^6\) In fact, measurements of the degree of financial integration in the world economy indicate that at the beginning of the twentieth century, the world was more interconnected than at any subsequent time, including the 1990s.\(^7\) Such developments were not limited to London, Paris, and Amsterdam; records indicate that foreign issues and listings of both foreign bonds and other trading securities were relatively common in Frankfurt in the nineteenth century.\(^8\)

While the link has not been made explicitly, it is probable that the development of standardised company law (including basic requirements for financial reporting) in Britain and the United States encouraged the development of the markets.\(^9\) Nonetheless, regulation of market activities and abuses remained largely governed by the common law in both England and the United States, making redress often difficult.\(^10\)

While World War I significantly reduced international securities activities, the Crash of 1929 and the Great Depression drastically reduced international securities activities outside of Europe and the United States until the 1960s (centered during this period in New York, reflecting the United States' position as the world's banker). This drastic reduction in international financial activity reflected a conviction that the fundamental destabilisation of the previous decades had "stemmed from volatile and irresponsible flows of capital ('hot money')" and that the international financial system could only function effectively if such flows were curtailed.\(^11\)

In the United States, congressional studies in the 1930s led to the conclusion that one of the causes of the market crash, and the depression that followed was excessive speculative activities in the financial markets and market abuses that both encouraged such activities and prejudiced the proper operation of the markets.\(^12\) As a result, the United States enacted the first comprehensive legal regime for the regulation of securities activities, including issues, issuers, financial intermediaries and market participants, all based on the premise of full and fair disclosure of all material information.\(^13\)

This marked the beginning of a period of increasing regulation of financial institutions and markets in the developed world, primarily as a response to varied crises. Outside of the United
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States, securities activities continued to be regulated through company law and individual exchange rules, although in many cases they continued to remain unregulated outside of traditional sources of remedies in the domestic legal system. As will be discussed in the following section, this trend towards increased regulation, especially in the United States, combined with largely closed national financial markets, had an unintended consequence: the development of an international and unregulated capital market based in London.

A. The Euromarkets

A post-war market in dollar deposits and lending began in the late 1940s, when the new Chinese communist government began to place its dollar earnings with a Soviet bank in Paris (the Banque Commerciale pour l’Europe du Nord). In 1957–58, European banks, primarily in London and Switzerland, began to deal more extensively in dollars. The markets that developed, first in syndicated lending, then in bonds (Eurobonds) in the 1960s, became known as the “Eurodollar” markets. Rapidly, however, these markets expanded beyond dollars and beyond Europe, although they are still known as the Eurocurrency markets or the Euromarkets. The Euromarkets developed as a truly international market, structured to avoid domestic regulatory restrictions, and their success has stimulated internationalisation of domestic markets and increasingly globalisation of financial markets. While the Euromarkets, with their emphasis on syndicated loans and bond offerings, fall somewhat outside the scope of the analysis of this article, given its focus on the development of a single set of issuing and trading requirements for international equity offerings, they are nonetheless important as an illustration of the possibilities available in the development of global capital markets.

As noted, the Euromarkets sought to avoid domestic regulation, and in fact grew partly as the result of such restrictions in the United States. The development of the Eurobond market was partly stimulated by the registration requirements of U.S. securities regulation and partly by the Interest Equalization Tax (IET) imposed in the United States in 1963 to reduce the borrowings of European countries in the United States. With the repeal of the IET and all other restrictions on capital movements out of the United States in 1973, bonds began to be issued simultaneously in New York (through allowances by the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)) and European financial centres, and eventually in financial centres around the world, such as Hong Kong, Singapore, and Tokyo; thus, marking the beginning of the first multi-jurisdictional offerings of securities, albeit debt securities.

The development of the Eurocurrency markets was stimulated further by the Oil Price Shocks of 1973 and 1979, leading to an undertaking by international banks to recycle the increased earnings of oil states, earned in dollars and deposited principally in London and Switzerland (so-called “petrodollars”). While this process of recycling was successful following the first shock in 1973, it was less successful after the second shock in 1979, when
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combined with a global surplus of liquidity. Until the Debt Crisis of the 1980s (which began with Mexico's default in 1982), lending dominated over bonds in the Euromarkets in the form of both bilateral term loans and multi-lender syndications. These sorts of transactions were and are typically documented through a loan and syndication agreement, both of which have assumed a relatively standardised form, changed only slightly to reflect the experiences of each new crisis. While these markets are truly global the loans themselves are increasingly traded and exchanged in various forms; the loan agreements themselves are private law contractual instruments—unregulated and not traditionally considered securities. Further, they are structured intentionally to avoid domestic regulation, in preference for structures built largely on private English law.

During the resolution of the Debt Crisis throughout the 1980s, bonds began to take precedence as banks securitised rescheduled debt and sought to decrease their risk exposure and increase their margins through a preference for bonds. Syndicated lending nonetheless remained significant. Like loans, Eurobonds have developed standardised forms, such as trust indenture agreements and offering documents. As well, Eurobonds remain essentially unregulated, and as with the Euromarkets generally, their structures were developed to avoid regulation in domestic legal systems. Unlike loan agreements, which remain essentially contractual undertakings, bonds are traditional securities and therefore typically subject to domestic regulatory concern and therefore scrutiny. As a result, Eurobonds have traditionally not been listed in the United States, and instead have focused on exchanges such as London and Luxembourg with simple rules governing offer, sale, and listing of international bonds. Further, over time, the Eurobond market has been specifically exempted from most regulation in Europe, primarily in order to protect the position of London's financial markets and as a reflection of the institutional nature of the market and the consequent view that such players do not require the same level of protection as small investors. In order to encourage international offerings in the United States, the U.S. SEC has made special efforts to support access to the U.S. market through the promulgation of Regulation S and, more specifically, Rule 144A, and their predecessors.

As highlighted above, unlike domestic capital markets, the Euromarkets are essentially unregulated and unsupervised (although the financial standing of participants is carefully monitored, both by government agencies (in the case of financial institutions) and private ratings agencies such as Standard & Poor's and Moody's). Participants (almost exclusively financial institutions, major international corporations, and sovereigns and their agencies) operate outside the traditional requirements of domestic securities markets, primarily be-
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cause these sorts of participants are deemed capable of guarding their own interests and because the principal operating arenas for the Euromarkets fear loss of business and stature. Therefore, arrangements are made through contracts (loan agreements, syndication and participation arrangements, and trust indenture agreements). Thus, while these markets are global in nature and the legal arrangements involved are quite standardised, they are also organic by nature, having grown up between and around domestic legal requirements.

B. INTERNATIONALISATION: DOMESTIC EFFORTS TO ENCOURAGE INTERNATIONAL LISTINGS

As a result of the increasing awareness of firms, securities exchanges, and governments of the advantages of securities markets for accessing capital (reflected at least partially in the successes of the Euromarkets), individual countries and securities exchanges have undertaken generally unilateral initiatives to encourage foreign listings on domestic exchanges and in domestic markets. While some advances have been made in encouraging such activities, the remaining expense and complexity have largely remained prohibitive as each individual jurisdiction developed its own requirements. Recent international consolidation of securities exchanges (discussed in the final section, infra) is the most recent example of these efforts.

During the 1980s, privatisation of state-owned assets, including such companies as British Steel and British Telecommunications, required access to investors in markets outside of the home jurisdiction, essentially due to the massive amounts of securities required to be offered and sold. In such circumstances, the cost of compliance with the domestic offering requirements of multiple jurisdictions could be absorbed by the large value of the offering itself. With the success of multi-jurisdictional offerings in such circumstances, financial institutions and their legal advisors realised the possibilities for truly "global offerings" by private companies, as well as the future of privatisation throughout the world. Likewise, states saw the advantages that could be gained for their own markets and firms by encouraging market access by foreign firms through the possibility of enhanced liquidity. Finally, developments in investment theory (especially portfolio theory) and relaxations of restrictions on institutional investors encouraged such investors to diversify their portfolios through investments in foreign securities.

The result was the development of different mechanisms to allow foreign issuers to list and/or sell their securities to domestic investors, most importantly through the development of "depository receipts," whereby securities listed on a foreign exchange could be traded on a domestic exchange, if certain requirements were met. In addition to depository receipts, securities regulators and stock exchanges began to allow certain derivations from domestic requirements for foreign issuers. The most important of these has been the minimal deviation allowed by U.S. SEC from traditional home country requirements, in the area of accounting standards, shelf-registration, and short form registration statements.
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The dangers of the increasing internationalisation of financial markets, however, were graphically shown during the worldwide collapse of stock market values in October 1987. Following drastic falls and halts in trading on numerous exchanges (including the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) and the Stock Exchange of Hong Kong), domestic regulators began to analyse the new risks, as well as the new opportunities, presented by internationalisation. The result was not only a strengthening of domestic standards and systems in many cases, but also increased international dialogue, not only among securities regulators, but also among central bankers and treasury officials, especially from the major industrialised countries.

III. Internationalisation of Standards for Securities Offerings: Regional Initiatives

Because of the difficulties of international financial cooperation and agreement on standards, regional efforts have been undertaken with increasing frequency since the late 1950s as an attempt at pragmatic solutions to the problems and needs of international financial markets. Until the period following the worldwide market collapse of 1987, however, securities regulation was typically not considered significant enough to merit significant international cooperation. On a regional basis, the most significant efforts to date are those involving the United States, Canada, and the countries of Europe, respectively.

A. The United States and Canada: The Multi-jurisdictional Disclosure System

The MJDS originally began life as a proposal of the U.S. SEC to create a system for the facilitation of multinational securities offerings in the United States, the United Kingdom, and Canada. According to the SEC, “to provide a context for public comment on internationalisation,” it presented “two conceptual approaches” to “facilitate multinational offerings”: (1) “the reciprocal approach” and (2) “the common prospectus approach,” and requested comment on a series of questions dealing with these approaches. Under the reciprocal approach, each country would agree to accept a prospectus, which was accepted in the issuer’s domicile and met certain minimum requirements. Under the common prospectus approach, a common prospectus would be developed, which would then be filed simultaneously with each country’s respective securities regulatory authority. Following comment on the original release, the SEC, the Ontario Securities Commission, and the Commission des valeurs mobilières du Quebec proposed the MJDS between the United States and Canada in 1989, reflecting a “hybrid” between the reciprocal and the common prospectus approaches.
cluded for a number of reasons, including differences in registration, accounting and auditing requirements, and potential illegality interposed with the United Kingdom’s acceptance of the Single Europe Act in 1986.

As adopted, the MJDS is not an international legal agreement, but rather parallel sets of domestic administrative rules. In the United States, the SEC promulgated one set of rules governing securities transactions covered by U.S. federal securities laws, which, if necessary under state law, could have been adopted by the various state securities regulatory agencies in order to apply to offerings within each respective state. In Canada, the Canadian Securities Administration, a non-governmental association of provincial regulatory authorities, agreed and published a “national policy,” which was then implemented in each province through provincial legislation, or statutorily delegated agency rule-making powers.

The Canadian MJDS permits public offerings of securities of U.S. issuers that meet specified eligibility requirements to be made in Canada, on the basis of disclosure documents prepared in accordance with U.S. law, with certain additional Canadian disclosures. Canadian authorities accept documents reviewed by the SEC, but monitor materials filed under the MJDS, to confirm compliance with its specific disclosure and filing requirements. Financial statements must be reconciled with Canadian Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) or with International Accounting Standards (IAS), although this does not apply to offerings of debt or preferred shares rated by an approved rating agency.

The U.S. MJDS permits Canadian issuers who meet eligibility criteria to satisfy certain SEC registration and reporting requirements by providing disclosure documents prepared in accordance with the requirements of Canadian securities regulatory authorities. That document is filed with the SEC, along with a “cover page, certain legends and various exhibits.” Accounting standards may be in accordance with U.S. or Canadian GAAP, but not IAS.

In practice, the MJDS has not fulfilled its potential. While it was intended to be a first step towards international harmonisation, in reality it has resulted only in increased harmonisation of U.S. and Canadian regulation, with the various Canadian authorities making most of the compromises. It has, however, increased Canadian access to U.S. markets and stimulated some interest on the part of U.S. issuers in Canadian markets.
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B. European Securities Markets

While both the oldest stock exchange and the world's most significant international financial centre are located in Europe, widespread individual ownership of securities was not common during the twentieth century outside of the United Kingdom prior to the 1990s. Several explanations have been advanced to explain this, including: the major economic dislocations resulting from two World Wars and other armed conflicts; exchange and capital market controls imposed by European governments; the predominance of bank lending over securities offerings in corporate finance; the relatively small number of listed companies in continental Europe, each with only a minority of shares available in the open market; relatively high transaction costs; insufficient or non-existent transparency and liquidity in European securities markets; the absence of regulation affording investor protection; lack of public confidence in and understanding of securities markets; and popular aversion to the risks of securities investment. The development of securities markets in Europe, however, has become an objective of national policy in most Member States of the EU, due in large part to the privatisation of many state-owned enterprises beginning in the 1980s.

A study of capital markets by the European Economic Community (EEC) in 1966 addressed impediments to the effective functioning of national markets and their availability to foreign borrowers. The Segré Report (so-called after the chairman of the group of experts and the principal author, Claudio Segré) found that national markets in Europe discriminated in favour of domestic borrowers, especially national governments, as against foreign, primarily through regulations governing the investment of funds of savings banks and insurance, assistance for housing, etc. In addition, few European securities were listed on stock exchanges outside the domicile of the issuing company; as a result of practical governmental needs (combined with the forces of harmonisation, access deregulation, and prudential re-regulation inherent in the process of opening developing the Maastricht principal of free movement of capital), national securities regulation in western Europe has begun to develop in recent years. Prior to the 1990s, however, securities regulation in western Europe had been virtually non-existent outside of the United Kingdom. Although company law was well-developed across western Europe, European stock exchanges have been historically self-regulating, with little or no direct oversight by national governments. Moreover, European states have not historically mandated full disclosure systems for the distribution or trading of securities, nor have they prohibited insider trading or other market manipulative practices long prohibited by the United States.
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Most of the EU Member States only started to develop broad-based equity markets in the late 1980s. Further, the present state of EU financial services market is still absent any comprehensive and consistent regulation and enforcement as in the United States. While the current EU system is complex, it is still not so complex as that of the U.S. system, though the EU system is striving to be a comprehensive and coherent regulatory system.

The EU framework for investment services provides minimum standards for accounting and auditing standards, listings and stock exchange regulation, company law, market conduct regulation, and regulation of institutional investors. It should be borne in mind, however, that this framework is not complete, since its purpose is to ensure the harmonisation of the laws of the Member States, insofar as this is necessary for the achievement of a single market, and to fill gaps relating to cross-border activities, it builds on the existing national systems of company and securities laws, rather than trying to replace them with a complete new system. The purpose of this article is not to evaluate the specific provisions of the EU framework; however, a general appreciation of the key elements of the EU framework is necessary to understand the development of the European passport prospectus.

1. The Creation of a Common Market in Investment Services

The EU legislative framework for financial markets seems to be grounded in a concept that can be thought of as a search for equivalence among disparate regulatory and legal systems, while taking into account the continuing reality of separate and distinct national legal and regulatory regimes as the basis of any overall EU initiatives. Initially, efforts focused on harmonisation of rules across Member States, however, this proved impossible in many areas and in the 1980s, efforts moved to the development of mutual recognition based upon common minimum standards. The key principles were outlined in the Commission's 1985 White Paper and enshrined in the 1987 Single European Act, implementing the common internal market on the basis of "mutual recognition," based on common minimum standards applicable in all Member States through European Directives and implemented through domestic legislation. According to this methodology, all Member States agree to recognise the validity of one another's laws, regulations, and standards, thereby facilitating free trade in goods and services without the need for prior harmonisation, while limiting the scope for competition among rules by mandating Member State conformity with a "floor" of essential minimum European requirements. As such, investment services regulation in the EU seeks to avoid the problem of competitive deregulation and regulatory arbitrage that may undermine the legitimacy and efficiency of financial markets.
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As a general matter, the EU system of securities regulation rests on the EU company law directives and accounting directives. In turn, the basic framework for the EU securities regulatory regime is founded upon a series of directives known as the stock exchange Directives (enacted prior to the 1987 Single European Act, but subsequently amended to provide for mutual recognition) and now consolidated into a single directive, as well as directives dealing with collective investment schemes (e.g., mutual funds), unlisted prospectuses, and insider dealing.

The second level of EU investment services regulation deals with the establishment of a single market in financial services, based on the common minimum framework provided by the basic company law, accounting and securities directives. This level centers principally around the Investment Services Directive (ISD) and the Capital Adequacy Directive (CAD).

To put this in a broader perspective, the single market is rooted in basic tenets of the Treaty of Rome respecting the free movement of capital, establishment and services, and is manifested in the various single “passport” directives. Under the concept of the “single” passport, an EU firm authorised in one Member State (its “home state”) and wishing to operate in other Member States (“host states”) will generally be able to choose to supply services through branches or to supply services on a cross-border basis without having a permanent physical presence in the host state. The intended benefit of the passport is that it should increase competition by opening markets to a wider range of participants and by allowing firms to choose the most cost-effective means of supplying services to a particular market. Combined with the basic framework established in the company law and securities directives and the capital standards of the CAD, the ISD was meant to establish the framework for a comprehensive European system of securities regulation.

2. The Underlying Legal and Financial Infrastructure: Company Law

Many areas traditionally considered in the United States as matters of securities law, rather than corporate law, are covered under the company law framework in Europe and elsewhere. EU company law is based on the prohibition of discrimination within the EU, and is based on the nationality of an entity organised within a Member State under Article 7 of the Treaty of Rome. Companies organised under the laws of one Member State have the right to establish branches in other Member States. Further, regulation for the protection of shareholders, employees, and creditors must be equivalent throughout the EU.

As a result of the political impossibility of achieving strict harmonisation in this very diverse
The EU began to propose directives that prescribed only basic, essential principles, with a requirement of mutual recognition among the Member States.73

Companies are organisations which are created and administered according to legal requirements, and involve different categories of persons—shareholders, employees, creditors, and third parties—who are all concerned in some way with the activity of the undertaking.74 The first objective of the approximation or harmonisation of company law at the Community level is to ensure an equivalent degree of protection for the interests of these various constituencies.75

Most significant are the First Company Law Directive76 and the Second Company Law Directive.77 For present purposes, the first directive is important because it defines a system of public disclosure applicable to all companies—an area covered more by the securities laws in the United States. The second directive deals with the raising, maintenance, and alteration of the capital of public limited companies (PLCs)—once again, essential for the present discussion.78 Other significant company law directives include: the Third Company Law Directive,79 introducing a common procedure for mergers; the Eleventh Company Law Directive,80 providing for consolidated reporting; the Twelfth Company Law Directive,81 dealing with single-member limited liability companies; and the Regulation on the European Economic Interest Grouping (EEIG),82 creating a Community level instrument permitting cooperation of undertakings from different Member State jurisdictions.
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3. The Stock Exchange Directives

The overall objective of these directives is to provide a set of minimum standards capable of operating on a uniform basis throughout the EU, and in a way which removes some of the barriers which would otherwise result from the existence of conflicting requirements in a number of different markets. The result permits greater flexibility of access to the EU capital markets than might otherwise have been the case.

In July 2000, the European Commission proposed a simplification of the legislative framework governing stock exchange listings into a single Directive. The four major Directives covered are:

- The Directive on the conditions for the admission of securities to official stock exchange listing (79/279) (Admission Directive);[84]
- The Directive on the listing particulars to be published for the admission of securities to official stock exchange listing (80/390) (Listing Particulars Directive);[85]
- The Directive on information to be published on a regular basis by companies, the shares of which have been admitted to official stock-exchange listing (82/121) (Interim Reports Directive);[86] and
- The Directive on the information to be published when a major holding in a listed company is acquired or disposed of (88/627) (Major Holdings Directive).[87]

Directives not included are those not directly linked to the listing of or limited to listed securities, namely:

- The Investment Services Directive (93/22/EEC) (ISD);[89]
- The Directive on investor-compensation schemes (97/9/EC) (Investor Compensation Schemes Directive);
- The Directive on prospectuses in the case of a public offer (89/298/EEC) (Public Offer Prospectus Directive).[90]

• The finalised consolidated listing Directive was adopted on May 28, 2001, in a substantially identical format to the initial proposal and repealing the underlying directives.91

Specifically, the consolidated listing directive details requirements for five major areas respecting listed securities, namely: official listing of securities92 and information to be included,93 conditions relating to official listing of securities,94 ongoing obligations relating to securities admitted to official listing,95 publication and communication of information,96 and competent authorities and cooperation between Member States.97 Information specified in Schedule A to Annex I, to be included in listing particulars for equity securities, includes: information on those responsible for the listing particulars and for auditing of accounts;98 information concerning the listing and shares;99 general information about the issuer and its capital;100 information concerning the issuer's activities;101 information about the issuer's assets, liabilities, financial position, profits, and losses;102 information concerning administration, management, and supervision;103 and information concerning recent developments and prospects.104

93. Id. tit. II. Issues addressed include: general conditions for admission (chs. I & II, arts. 5–8); derogations (ch. III, arts. 9–10); and powers of national competent authorities (ch. IV), including decision of admission (§ 1, arts. 11–15), information requested by authorities (§ 2, art. 16), actions against issuers failing to comply with obligations (§ 3, art. 17), suspension and discontinuance (§ 4, art. 18) and judicial review (§ 5, art. 19).
94. Id. ann. I.
95. Id. tit. III. Issues addressed include: publication of listing particulars (ch. I), including exemptions (§ 2, art. 23) and permitted omissions (§ 3, art. 24), contents (§ 4, arts. 25–34), control and circulation (§ 5, arts. 35–36), mutual recognition and negotiations with non-Member States (§§ 7–8, arts. 37–41); conditions for admission (ch. II), including those relating to the company (§ 1, arts. 42–44) and to the shares (§ 2, arts. 45–51); conditions relating to debt securities (ch. III, §§ 1–3, arts. 52–59); and government debt securities (ch. IV, arts. 60–63).
96. Id. tit. IV. Issues addressed include: general obligations (ch. II), including newly issued shares of the same class (§ 1, art. 64), treatment of shareholders (§ 2, art. 65), amendment of corporate documents (§ 3, art. 66), annual accounts and annual report (§ 4, art. 67), periodical information (§ 7, arts. 70–71), semi-annual reporting requirements (§ 8, arts. 72–77); obligations relating to debt securities and their issuers (ch. II, §§ 1–2, arts. 78–84); and obligations related to major holdings (ch. III), including disclosure requirements (§ 2, arts. 89–91), voting rights (§ 3, art. 92), exemptions (§ 4, arts. 93–95), role of competent authorities (§ 5, art. 96) and sanctions (§ 6, art. 97).
97. Id. tit. V. Issues addressed include: publication and communication of listing particulars (ch. I), including procedures (§ 1, arts. 98–100) and prior communication to competent authorities (§ 2, art. 101); publication and communication of information after listing (ch. II, art. 102); and languages (ch. III, arts. 103–04).
100. Id. ch. 2.
101. Id. ch. 3.
102. Id., ch. 4.
103. Id. ch. 5.
105. Id. ch. 7.
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The Public Offer Prospectus Directive,\(^\text{106}\) adopted in 1989 after ten years of negotiation,\(^\text{107}\) sought to harmonise the disclosure standards of the Member States for public offerings of securities regardless of their listed or unlisted status. Like the consolidated listing directive, its underlying policy is to protect investors by providing information necessary to assess the risks of investment in securities; to reinforce confidence in securities markets; to contribute to the correct functioning and development of securities markets; and to establish an equivalent level of securities disclosure among the Member States.\(^\text{108}\) The Directive, however, has largely been ineffective and not used in practice.\(^\text{109}\)

5. The Investment Services Directive

The most relevant of the passport directives (for present purposes) is the ISD,\(^\text{110}\) adopted in 1993. The ISD is intended to provide a “single passport” for EU securities firms to conduct cross-border operations anywhere in the EU, based on a license issued by their respective home states.\(^\text{111}\) As originally proposed, the ISD was designed to achieve the goal of breaking down the various EU Member States’ protectionist, non-tariff barriers to domestic market entry.

As adopted, the major provisions of the ISD are intended to provide: (1) common minimum authorisation or licensing requirements among the EU Member States;\(^\text{112}\) (2) mutual recognition of the license granted in the home state by all other Member States or “host states”;\(^\text{113}\) (3) prudential rules establishing common minimum financial soundness standards among the Member States;\(^\text{114}\) (4) certain guiding principles for adoption of conduct-of-business rules by the host states;\(^\text{115}\) (5) direct access to each Member State’s domestic stock exchange for both outside investment firms and banks;\(^\text{116}\) (6) requirements for concentration of securities trading in regulated markets which preserve investor choice to trade in less regulated markets;\(^\text{117}\) (7) minimum transparency rules for regulated markets;\(^\text{118}\) and (8) reciprocity for non-EU firms to participate in the newly integrated marketplace.\(^\text{119}\)

Although the ISD frees authorised investment firms from having to obtain host state authorisation, it does impose certain regulatory conditions on those firms in connection with securing membership in, or access to, the host states’ regulated markets, including rules concerning

\(^{107}\) Warren, supra note 52, at 215.
\(^{109}\) See Jackson & Pan, supra note 27, at 680-83.
\(^{111}\) Manning Gilbert Warren III, The European Union’s Investment Services Directive, 15 U. PA. J. INT’L BUS. L. 181 (1994). The ISD is intended to establish a level playing field amongst banks and securities firms in the EU, and especially to prevent banks from having a comparative advantage over securities firms as a result of the single passport of the 2BCD. See The EU Single Market in Financial Services, supra note 67, at 95.
\(^{112}\) Directive 93/22/EEC, supra note 110, art. 3.
\(^{113}\) Id. art. 14(1), (2).
\(^{114}\) Id. art. 10.
\(^{115}\) Id. art. 11.
\(^{116}\) Id. art. 15.
\(^{117}\) Id. art. 14(3), (4).
\(^{118}\) Directive 93/22/EEC, supra note 110, art. 15.
\(^{119}\) Id. art. 7.
transactions in the host state market, professional standards, and rules and procedures for clearing and settlement of securities trades.  

6. European Economic Monetary Union and the Creation of a Single European Capital Market

On January 1, 1999, the individual currencies of the eleven EU Member States that met the relevant criteria and accepted the relevant obligations of the Maastricht Treaty (Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Portugal, and Spain) became permanently fixed in exchange rate and ceased to exist, thereby creating a single European currency, the “euro”, and European Economic and Monetary Union (EMU). From January 1, 2001, the twelve (Greece has since been added) different sets of notes and coins began to be replaced by a single physical currency. While significant differences still exist in European capital markets, with the introduction of the euro, financial statements and offering documents have begun to become comparable. This shift is beginning to produce, when combined with the painfully developed securities regulatory framework discussed in the previous sections, the development of a unified European capital market for the first time.

Prior to the signing of the Maastricht Treaty in 1992, there existed little impetus for Member States to actively implement the securities and company law directives. However, with the coming into force of the Treaty in 1994, and its requirements for adoption and implementation of the framework supporting freedom of capital movements necessary to underpin EMU, Continental Member States have adopted and implemented legislation quite foreign to the securities markets of their domestic systems. The result has been an increased awareness of the use of capital markets and the realisation that the legislative changes, when combined with the advent of the single currency, will change the nature of finance throughout the EU, but most especially in the Euro-11 (now Euro-12, with the addition of Greece) members.

While the ultimate result is yet to be seen, significant movements have already taken place with the significant and continuing development of domestic capital markets in the EU. Further, new initiatives are coming rapidly, seeking to take advantage of new opportunities and to place competitors at an advantage in the European markets that are, in all likelihood, to arrive in short order. Although numerous impediments to such developments remain (most notably in the area of taxation), activity is set to continue increasing at a rapid pace, putting pressure on the barriers that remain. One example of the recognition of continuing impediments and the pressure to remove them is the establishment of a triumverate of “wise men” to review the EU capital markets and to develop proposals to remove remaining barriers to the creation of a single European capital market.

It is this “real world” experience of the countries of the EU and their moves to development a single regional capital market with an agreed and mutually acceptable issuing and trading framework that indicates the real advantages of the path that may lie ahead in the globalisation of capital markets. The development of European capital markets, and other countries’ nervousness respecting the same, has provided the impetus to international organisations, such as the International Organisation of Securities Commissions (IOSCO) and the International Accounting Standards Committee (IASC) (and their previously re-

120. Id. art. 15(2) ("Access to a regulated market, admission to membership thereof and continued access or membership shall be subject to compliance with . . . the professional standards imposed on staff operating on and in conjunction with the market.").
calcitrant members, such as the United States), to consider the development of an internationally acceptable offering document.

IV. International Disclosure Standards for Securities Offering and Listings

Originally formed in 1973 as an initiative of the U.S. SEC to facilitate cooperation among securities regulators of the Americas, IOSCO encompasses over 100 members, representing securities regulatory authorities from developed and developing countries around the world, as well as over fifty affiliate members, representing self-regulatory organisations (SROs) and stock and futures exchanges.121 Today, IOSCO is the leading international financial organisation coordinating cooperation, standardisation, and establishment of minimum internationally agreed standards in the area of securities regulation.

In terms of functions, its members have agreed, through its permanent structure, to cooperate together to promote high standards of regulation in order to maintain just, efficient, and sound markets; (2) to exchange information on their respective experiences in order to promote the development of domestic markets; (3) to unite their efforts to establish standards and an effective surveillance of international securities transactions; and (4) to provide mutual assistance to promote the integrity of the markets by a rigorous application of the standards and by effective enforcement against offences.

Following the meetings of its Executive and Technical Committees in Paris in May 1998, IOSCO announced the release of four documents of significance to securities regulators and market participants: (1) Objectives and Principles of Securities Regulation; (2) International Disclosure Standards for Cross-Border Offerings and Initial Listings by Foreign Issuers; (3) Risk Management and Control Guidance for Securities Firms and their Supervisors; and (4) Methodologies for Determining Minimum Capital Standards for Internationally Active Securities Firms. With the release of these four documents, IOSCO has sought to produce a largely complete and comprehensive body of internationally agreed principles and standards for securities regulation.

Of most interest for present purposes are the Objectives and Principles and the International Disclosure Standards. These two documents, taken together, establish the underlying standards for securities regulation and the form and content of an internationally acceptable offering document. The combination, accepted at IOSCO’s Annual Meeting in September
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1998 in Nairobi, Kenya, is in turn to be implemented by the membership through domestic legislation and regulation with the intention to create a truly global set of standards for issuing and trading securities. According to IOSCO, in releasing the International Disclosure Standards, "the Technical Committee has developed and released for public comment a set of international standards for non-financial statement disclosure, which will greatly simplify cross-border offerings and initial listings on international markets."128

A. Objectives and Principles of Securities Regulation

Following an initiative of the Group of Seven (G-7) at their Lyon Summit in 1995, the Group of Ten and representatives of sixteen emerging market economies published a framework for promoting financial stability in domestic economies around the world.129 As part of this initiative, international financial organisations, such as IOSCO, were instructed to develop internationally acceptable principles and standards for their respective disciplines. IOSCO's Objectives and Principles are the key standard in the area of securities regulation and reflect its membership's agreement that there are certain principles that form the basis for an effective system of regulation of securities and derivatives markets.

The document represents the joint efforts of IOSCO's Executive, Technical and Emerging Markets Committees and is intended to be a reference point for those who work in the financial markets, providing guidance for securities regulators, and "a yardstick against which progress towards effective regulation can be measured."130 "The document sets out the three objectives of securities regulation, and presents 30 principles for the practical implementation of these objectives."131 The IOSCO principles of securities regulation were formally adopted during its annual conference in September 1998.132

The IOSCO Objectives and Principles of Securities Regulation sets out three main objectives of securities regulation:133 (1) the protection of investors; (2) ensuring that markets are fair, efficient, and transparent; and (3) the reduction of systemic risk. To achieve these objectives, IOSCO has developed principles to be implemented as part of a legal framework for securities and capital markets.134 Most significantly for present purposes, in order to provide adequate market information, issuers of securities must meet requirements for full, timely, and accurate disclosure of financial results and other information material to investor decisions.135 Legal safeguards should exist to ensure that holders of securities in a company are treated in a fair and equitable manner.136 In addition, accounting and auditing standards need to be of a high and internationally acceptable quality.137

---

128. Press Communique, supra note 123.
130. Id.
131. Id.
133. Id. at 6–8.
134. Id. at 9 & Annexure 3 (listing areas of implementation necessary as a precondition).
135. Id. at 14.
136. Id. at 15.
137. Id. at 16.
B. **INTERNATIONAL DISCLOSURE STANDARDS FOR CROSS-BORDER OFFERINGS AND INITIAL LISTINGS BY FOREIGN ISSUERS**

In order to build upon the general principles respecting offering and listings standards, IOSCO has developed a framework for the minimum content of public offer prospectuses. This latter document is intended to set a basic framework for international offering documents acceptable to regulators and stock exchanges around the world. Such a framework could serve as an internationally acceptable basis for the further development of stock exchange listing requirements and prospectus regulations throughout the world. Specifically:

The International Organisation of Securities Commissions (IOSCO) believes it is important for securities regulators to facilitate cross border offerings and listings by multinational issuers by enhancing comparability of information, while ensuring a high level of investor protection. An important factor in achieving these goals is the development of a generally accepted body of non-financial statement disclosure standards that could be addressed in a single disclosure document to be used by foreign issuers in cross-border offerings and initial listings, subject to the host country review or approval processes.138

According to IOSCO, "this report presents a set of non-financial statement disclosure standards (financial statements standards are the subject of another project) that will apply to foreign companies seeking to enter a host-country market, facilitating cross-border offerings and initial listings."139 The intention is that these standards will allow issuers to prepare a single disclosure document that will serve as an "international passport" to capital raising and listing in more than one jurisdiction at a time. If successful, the implementation of these standards will represent an important step forward in reducing the costs of raising capital for companies, enabling them to issue or list shares in multiple jurisdictions without concern for the burdens of complying with a multiplicity of non-financial statement disclosure requirements. Following the receipt of comments from the IOSCO Emerging Markets Committee, and from the international financial community, the standards were approved by the membership of the entire organisation, including the U.S. SEC.

1. **Scope of the Standards**

Part I sets out *International Disclosure Standards (IDS)* for use by companies in connection with cross-border public offerings and listings of equity securities. The Standards are to apply to listings, public offers, sales of equity securities for cash, and unless otherwise indicated, the Standards are intended to be used for prospectuses, offering and initial listing documents and registration statements.140 The Standards relate to non-financial statement disclosure requirements and do not address a number of issues, including:141 (1) "which bodies of accounting or auditing principles may be followed by the issuer in preparation of its financial statements;" (2) "disclosure requirements that may apply in some countries in connection with other types of transactions, such as business combinations, tender offers, exchange offers, "going private" transactions or interested party transactions;" (3) "collective investment schemes or "start up" companies with no history of operations;" (4) "continuous reporting disclosure mandates which may arise, for example, out of insider

---

138. IDS, supra note 125, at 3.
139. Press Communiqué, supra note 123.
140. IDS, supra note 125, at 3.
141. Id. at 3-4.
trading laws, requirements to disclose material developments or antifraud prohibitions;" and (5) "suitability criteria that may be imposed by stock exchanges in connection with listings of equity securities, such as the company's operating history, asset size, profitability, market float, share price, etc." 142

In addition, "[c]ompanies engaged in specialised industries (i.e., banking, insurance, mining and oil and gas companies) may be required to provide additional information in certain countries, and the sources of these requirements are set forth in Part II," which addresses disclosure issues outside of the Standards and includes "information of a general nature and other disclosure requirements that may apply in certain countries." 143 The disclosure requirements for certificates representing shares, such as depository receipts, voting trust certificates, or similar forms of ownership representation, are also referenced in Part II.

The Standards are intended to apply to cross-border offering and listings. Under the IDS, an offering or listing of securities is considered to be "cross-border" "when it is directed to one or more countries other than the company's home country (whether or not the offering or listing also is being made concurrently in the company's home country)." 144 As a general matter, according to IOSCO, all foreign companies, subject to certain exceptions, can apply the IDS to offerings or listings in a particular host country. 145

2. Additional Requirements

The IDS were issued "with a recommendation that IOSCO members accept in their respective home jurisdictions a disclosure document containing the information set forth in the Standards." 146 According to IOSCO, additional actions, however, "may be needed in some jurisdictions to implement the Standards, and issuers are encouraged to verify that

---

142. Id. at 4.
143. Id. at 3.
144. Id. at 4.
145. IDS, supra note 125, at 4. In the document, IOSCO notes the following exceptions:

(i) Australia: the Standards will not apply to companies incorporated in New Zealand that are listed or seeking to be listed on an Australian Securities Exchange.

(ii) Canada: the Standards will not apply to companies organized in the United States that use the Canadian Multijurisdictional Disclosure System with the United States, described in National Policy No. 45. The Standards will not apply to a company legally organized, incorporated or established in Canada for offerings within Canada.

(iii) European Union: offerings or listings by a company registered in an EU member state that only take place within EU member states will not be considered to be cross-border (but see also Item XX, Mutual recognition in the European Union in Part I).

(iv) Hong Kong, the Standards will only apply to companies whose primary listing is on a stock exchange approved under the Stock Exchange of Hong Kong's Listing Rule 19.30 as being an exchange that is a "regulated, regularly operating, open stock market recognized for this purpose by the Exchange" and the issuer "conducts its business and makes disclosure according to the accepted standards in Hong Kong."

(v) United States, the Standards will not apply to (1) companies that are organized in a foreign country but do not meet the Securities and Exchange Commission's definition of a "foreign private issuer" as set forth in Rule 405 under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, or in Rule 3b-4 under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended; or (2) companies organized in Canada that register under the U.S. federal securities laws using the rules and forms provided for in the U.S. Multijurisdictional Disclosure System with Canada.

Id. at 4-5.
146. Id. at 3.
the Standards are in effect in the host country jurisdiction prior to their use.147 While the IDS are not necessarily intended to substitute for or to replace disclosure requirements applicable to any jurisdiction's domestic issuers, they are intended to provide alternative standards for the preparation of a single disclosure document by foreign issuers.148

In addition to the specific disclosures required in the Standards, according to IOSCO, "most countries rely on an overriding principle that in connection with a registration or listing of securities or a public offering of securities, a company should disclose all information that would be material to an investor's investment decision and that is necessary for full and fair disclosure."149 Accordingly, information called for by specific requirements contained in the Standards may need to be expanded under this general principle of disclosure of material information, where supplemental information is deemed to be material to investors and necessary to keep the mandated disclosure provided pursuant to specific requirements from being misleading.150

The Standards also address omission of information and supplementary information.151 Specifically, "[i]f a disclosure requirement is inapplicable to an issuer's sphere of activity or legal form, no information need be provided in response to that requirement, although equivalent information should be given, if possible."152 Further, "[a]ny significant change or any inaccuracy in the contents of the document which may materially affect the company or its securities, that occurs between the date of publication of the document and the date of sale or listing also must be adequately disclosed and made public."153

3. The Standards

Following an introduction (summarised in the previous section) and a glossary of terms,154 the Standards, in Part I, outline the contents of an acceptable document.155 Part II provides

147. Id.
148. See id. at 3.
149. IDS, supra note 125, at 5.
150. Id.
151. Id.
152. Id.
153. Id.
154. The following terms are defined for consistency throughout the Standards: affiliate; beneficial owner; company; directors and senior management; document; equity securities; group; home country; host country; and pre-emptive issue. IDS, supra note 125, at 7–8. Of most interest for present purposes are "equity securities", and "home" and "host" country.

The term "equity securities" includes common or ordinary shares, preferred or preference shares, options or warrants to subscribe for equity securities, and any securities, other than debt securities, which are convertible into or exercisable or redeemable for equity securities of the same company or another company. If the equity securities available upon conversion, exercise or redemption are those of another company, the disclosure standards also apply to the other company. The standards do not apply to debt securities or debt which is convertible into or exercisable or redeemable for equity or debt securities.

Id. at 7–8.

"Home country" "refers to the jurisdiction in which the company is legally organized, incorporated or established and, if different, the jurisdiction where it has its principal listing." Id. at 8. "Host country" "refers to jurisdictions, other than the home country, in which the company is seeking to offer, register or list its securities." Id. at 8.

155. Although IOSCO states that the "information headings and order of presentation are not mandatory, it recommends that the format of the Standards be followed to enhance comparability," "assuming that all information contained in a given document is provided in a language acceptable to the host country." Id. at 5–6.
country specific information on areas not covered within the standards, necessary to validate the document in a given jurisdiction, which should be incorporated as a "wrapper" to the IDS prospectus. In outline form, the cross-border prospectus is to comprise the following ten information categories: (1) identity of directors, senior management and advisers; (2) offer statistics and expected timetable; (3) key information; (4) information on the company; (5) operating and financial review and prospects; (6) directors and employees; (7) major shareholders and related party transactions; (8) financial information; (9) the offer and listing; and (10) additional information.

The purpose of section I, the standard addressing identity of directors, senior management and advisers, "is to identify the company representatives and other individuals involved in the company’s listing or registration." The standard requires identification of directors and senior management, advisers (principal bankers and legal advisers), and auditors. Section II, offer statistics and expected timetable, is intended "to provide key information regarding the conduct of any offering and the identification of important dates relating to that offering." The standard requires description of offer statistics, and the method and expected timetable of the offer.

Section III, key information, summarises key information about the company’s financial condition, capitalisation and risk factors, and must be restated if the financial statements are restated to reflect materials changes in the company's group structure or accounting policies. Compliance with the standard requires provision of selected financial data for the five most recent years in the same currency as the financial statements, a statement of capitalisation and indebtedness, the estimated net amount of the proceeds broken down into each principal intended use thereof, prominently disclose risk factors that are specific to the company or its industry and make an offering speculative or one of high risk, in a section headed “Risk Factors,” intended to be a summary of more detailed discussion contained elsewhere in the document.

Section IV provides information on the company. In this respect, “[t]he purpose of this standard is to provide information about the company’s business operations, the products it makes or the services it provides, and the factors which affect the business.” It is also “intended to provide information regarding the adequacy and suitability of the company’s properties, plants and equipment, as well as its plans for future increases or decreases in such capacity.” Information must be provided on the history and development of the company, an overview of the company’s business, the company’s organisational structure

156. IDS, supra note 125, at 9.
157. Id.
158. Id. at 10.
159. Information is to include, at a minimum:

- net sales or operating revenues;
- income (loss) from operations;
- income (loss) from continuing operations;
- net income (loss);
- net income (loss) from operations per share;
- income (loss) from continuing operations per share;
- total assets;
- net assets;
- capital stock (excluding long term debt and redeemable preferred stock);
- number of shares as adjusted to reflect changes in capital;
- dividends declared per share.

160. Id. at 10-11.
161. Id. at 12.
162. IDS, supra note 125, at 11.
and details on group affiliation (if any), and information regarding any material tangible fixed assets, including leased properties, and any major encumbrances thereon, as well as any environmental issues that may affect the company's utilisation of its assets.  

Section V, operating and financial review and prospects,

provide[s] management's explanation of factors that have affected the company's financial condition and results of operations for the historical periods covered by the financial statements, and management's assessment of factors and trends which are anticipated to have a material effect on the company's financial condition and results of operations in future periods.  

Information should
discuss the company's financial condition, changes in financial condition and results of operations for each year and interim period for which financial statements are required, including the causes of material changes from year to year in financial statement line items, to the extent necessary for an understanding of the company's business as a whole.  

Information must be provided on operating results, liquidity and capital resources, research and development policies, and significant recent trends in its financial and operating environment, as well as such other information that is necessary for an investor's understanding of the company's financial condition, changes in financial condition and results of operations.

Section VI, directors and employees, "provide[s] information concerning the company's directors and managers that will allow investors to assess such individuals' experience, qualifications and levels of compensation, as well as their relationship with the company."

Further, "[i]nformation concerning the company's employees is also required."

Section VII, major shareholders and related party transactions, "provide[s] information regarding the major shareholders and others that control or may control the company," as well as "information regarding transactions the company has entered into with persons affiliated with the company and whether the terms of such transactions are fair to the company."

Section VIII, financial information,
specifies which financial statements must be included in the document, as well as the periods to be covered, the age of the financial statements and other information of a financial nature. The comprehensive bodies of accounting and auditing principles that will be accepted for use in preparation and audit of the financial statements will be determined by the host country.

Financial information must include consolidated statements, audited by an independent auditor and accompanied by an audit report, and include comparative financial statements that cover the latest three financial years, audited in accordance with a comprehensive body of auditing standards, as well disclosure of any significant changes since the date of the annual financial statements, and/or since the date of the most recent interim financial statements, if any, included in the document.

163. Id. at 12–14.
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Section IX, the offer and listing, "provide[s] information regarding the offer or listing of securities, the plan for distribution of the securities and related matters." Extensive information must be presented regarding the offer and listing details, plan of distribution, all stock exchanges and other regulated markets on which the securities to be offered or listed are traded, selling shareholders, dilution, and expenses of the issue.

Finally, section X, additional information, "provide[s] information, mostly of a statutory nature, that is not covered elsewhere in the document." The standard requires detailed information on share capital; memorandum and articles of association; material contracts; relevant exchange controls; taxes (including withholding provisions) to which shareholders in the host country may be subject and whether the company assumes responsibility for the withholding of tax at the source and regarding applicable provisions of any reciprocal tax treaties between the home and host countries, or a statement, if applicable, that there are no such treaties; and any dividend restrictions, the date on which the entitlement to dividends arises, if known, and any procedures for non-resident holders to claim dividends, including paying agents of the company. Statements of experts must be attributed and the experts identified, and the company must provide an indication of where the documents concerning the company that are referred to in the document, may be inspected, translated into or summarised in the language of the host country.

Overall, while significant, the non-financial standards provided by the IDS will fail to serve as the basis for an "international passport prospectus" unless common financial standards are also used.

C. INTERNATIONAL HARMONISATION OF ACCOUNTING STANDARDS

Accounting standards provide the essential means of communication for valuation of companies regarded as necessary to any sort of investor choice in equities, and therefore necessarily underlie any efforts to harmonise and/or standardise international offering requirements. At present, accounting standards are nationally determined, so preparers and users of financial statements from different countries essentially speak different languages. The recent collapse of Enron has underlined the significance of national differences and also perhaps may serve as a spur to further action along the lines discussed below. Specifically, major initiatives are underway to establish internationally agreed accounting standards, with the most significant achievements to date involving, respectively, the (1) EU and (2) IOSCO and the IASC.

The Office of the Chief Accountant of the U.S. SEC surveyed international accounting and auditing standards in 1987 and found significant disparities in a number of respects.
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176. See id. at 28.
177. See Glenn Alan Cheney, Western Accounting Arrives in Eastern Europe, 170 J. AcCT. 40, 43 (Sept. 1990) (describing accounting as the "language of production and transaction" and discussing difficulties in integrating Eastern Europe and Western countries due to differences in accounting).
178. SEC, INTERNATIONALIZATION OF THE SECURITIES MARKETS (1987). At least as a partial result of this study, the SEC insists, in connection with financial statements used by foreign issuers, that assurances be provided that the auditing standards followed are the equivalent to U.S. generally accepted accounting standards (GAAS). Id. at IV-34. See also Gonzalez & Olive, supra note 28.
In general terms, systems of accounting rules in different countries at the time could be grouped into two categories: 179 (1) countries "where business finance is provided more by loans than by equity capital, where accounting rules are dominated by taxation considerations and where legal systems customarily incorporate codes with detailed rules for matters such as accounting" and (2) countries "in which equity sources of finance are more important, accounting measurements are not dominated by taxation considerations because tax breaks can be enjoyed independently of [the mechanism of reporting], and common law systems prevail." 180 Overall, however, at the time of the SEC's study, no one system seemed to have such clear merits as to deserve adoption by the entire world.

The task of harmonisation is especially important in the area of securities regulation because of the critical link between information and stability in the world's securities markets. 182 The disharmony in accounting standards that exists today creates difficulties for both users and preparers of financial statements, and presents obstacles to the process of international capital formation. 184 Overall, the usefulness of financial statements prepared on the basis of varying accounting standards is limited because it is difficult and time consuming to understand what the information means. 185 Further, from the standpoint of preparers of financial statements and the companies involved, disharmony of accounting standards is an impediment to both international securities offerings and cross-border mergers and acquisitions. 186

Globalisation of stock markets and other trading markets is driving the movement toward international harmonisation of accounting standards. Further, businesses and capital markets desire both uniformity and higher quality, thereby stemming fears of regulatory arbitrage and a race for the "lowest common denominator." 187 Interestingly, the debate surrounding the collapse of Enron also appears to be focusing on certain philosophical
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180. Id. Reporting under these systems often leads to a "lack of full transparency" for investors due to their basis on the tax systems. Major countries in this category include France, Germany, and Japan. Id.
181. "These countries generally have some private sector system for setting accounting standards, often within a general statutory framework," and "capital market pressures (lead to the increased) quality of available information to investors. Major countries in this category include the United States, the United Kingdom, Australia, and the Netherlands." Id.
183. Thomas G. Evans et al., International Accounting and Reporting 85—86 (2d ed. 1994).
185. The case of Daimler-Benz is illustrative in this context: "In 1994, its reported profit under German accounting rules was DM 895 million, whereas its profit under U.S. accounting rules was DM 1,052 million. In 1993, however, accounting under German rules showed a profit of DM 615 million, but U.S. (rules) led to . . . a loss of DM 1,839 million." Carsberg, supra note 179, at XII. See also Gonzales & Olive, supra note 28.
186. A survey of multinational corporations indicated that "the greatest potential benefit" of harmonisation would be the acceptance by stock exchanges around the world of "one set of accounts" complying with international accounting standards, instead of requiring different financial information prepared in "accordance with local accounting standards." Support for International Standards, 169 J. ACCT. 15, 16 (1990).
questions such as rules-based systems (e.g., U.S. standards) versus more judgement-based systems (e.g., U.K. standards or IAS).

1. **Harmonisation of Accounting Standards in the EU**

The EU has undertaken a number of initiatives to improve financial reporting among its Member States from both a qualitative and a quantitative standpoint. Accounting harmonisation is part of the company law harmonisation program aimed at furthering freedom of establishment. As such, it is aimed not only toward the equivalent protection of all investors, but of all third parties dealing with Member States’ companies.

EU legislative harmonisation in the accounting field presupposes the existence of a national accounting system. EU accounting directives include the First Company Law Directive, discussed above; the Fourth Company Law Directive; the Eighth Company Law Directive; the Insurance Accounting Directive; the Seventh Company Law Directive; and the Bank Accounting Directive. As insurance and banking matters are beyond the scope of the present discussion, the two directives dealing with specific accounting procedures in these areas will not be discussed.

For present purposes, in addition to the financial statements required in connection with listing applications, the Fourth Company Law Directive, adopted in August 1978, requires limited liability companies to publish or otherwise make available to the public at no cost both their annual accounts and an annual report. The annual accounts must comprise a balance sheet, profit and loss account (both presented on a comparative basis with the preceding year) and notes, including specified disclosures relating to, inter alia, the company’s principal accounting policies, and must give “a true and fair view of the company’s . . . financial position and profit or loss.” The annual report must include a fair review of the development of the company’s business and position; describe the important events since the end of the financial year, and set forth information relating to future developments as well as activities in the field of research and development.
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or persons authorised by national law must audit the annual accounts. The layout of the balance sheet, and of the profit and loss statement, and the general content of the notes are specified. A number of accounting principles, including those relating to valuation, research and development, inventory, and depreciation, are prescribed.

The Eighth Company Law Directive requires auditors to meet specified standards of professional education and experience. The directive also requires, in most instances, that they take and pass a comprehensive examination. The preamble to the Directive, however, notes that while in some members statutory audits of the accounts of companies are entrusted to highly qualified persons, this is not the rule in all Community countries. The Seventh Company Law Directive, adopted in 1983, requires companies with subsidiaries to present their financial statements on a consolidated basis. The proposed Fifth Company Law Directive also contains provisions that would require auditors undertaking annual reports to be independent; however, due to the controversial nature of the employee participation provisions contained in the directive, it is unlikely to be adopted.

In 1995, the Commission presented the outline for a "new accounting strategy," which was subsequently endorsed by the Council of Ministers in June 1996. Key objectives of the strategy are "easier access for European companies to international capital markets and improved comparability of consolidated accounts prepared by those companies which are important players in the Single Market." Under this "new strategy," the Commission has determined to associate its work with that of the IASC and IOSCO in pursuit of international accounting standards, rather than establishing a European Accounting Standards Board or a new layer of EU accounting standards. In addition, the Commission's work in the area of accounting standards has been significantly spurred by the needs of EMU, which formally began on January 1, 1999.

According to Commissioner Mario Monti, "the accountancy sector has a fundamental role to play in an efficient Single Market. The preparation, publication and widespread circulation of financial information relating to companies allow economic actors to make appropriate choices and constitute the necessary basis for management to take the right decisions." As part of its "new accounting strategy," the Commission adopted an Interpretative Communication in January 1998, covering three main issues: consolidated ac-
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counts; the relationship between the Accounting Directives and IAS; and environmental issues in financial reporting. The Communication's conclusions regarding compatibility with IAS are based on the comparison undertaken between the EU Accounting Directives and IAS by a special Task Force of the Contact Committee on the Accounting Directives.\textsuperscript{215} In addition, the Commission's work in the area of accounting standards has been significantly spurred by the needs of EMU. In this regard, the Commission has produced two sets of guidelines to assist companies in dealing with the practical financial implications of the advent of the euro.\textsuperscript{216} Overall, despite significant general progress in establishing minimum accounting standards, the EU system has not reached the level of a coherent and comprehensive system and recognition of this fact has led to the decision to adopt IAS.

2. \textit{International Accounting Standards Committee (IASC)}

Formed initially in 1973 by agreement among the accounting bodies of ten industrialised countries,\textsuperscript{217} by 1989, the IASC had grown to include approximately 100 accountancy bodies from eighty countries.\textsuperscript{218} The IASC is engaged in an effort to harmonise and improve accounting principles "for the benefit of the public."\textsuperscript{219} This task is especially difficult for two reasons: first, the IASC seeks harmonisation on a worldwide basis,\textsuperscript{220} and second, since the IASC has no official status, its standards are essentially recommendations.\textsuperscript{221} Further, the IASC standards are generally broad and allow alternative practices; hence, they achieve no real uniformity.\textsuperscript{222}

The IASC's overall objectives are to formulate and publish accounting standards to be observed in the presentation of financial statements and to promote their worldwide acceptance, and to work generally for the improvement and harmonisation of regulations, accounting standards, and procedures relating to the presentation of financial statements.\textsuperscript{223} By agreement, members of IASC are bound to persuade governments and other standard setting bodies that financial statements should comply with the international accounting standards (IAS) promulgated by the IASC.\textsuperscript{224} These standards are not binding on nations or the IASC members themselves, and the IASC has no enforcement authority.\textsuperscript{225}

The reaction of nations to the IASs of the IASC has been divided into three categories: (1) for some countries that do not have a developed national system of accounting, the IASs have been given essentially the same status given domestic standards;\textsuperscript{226} (2) a number of
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\textsuperscript{215} Commission Proposal for an Examination of the Conformity Between the International Accounting Standards and the European Accounting Directives (1996).
\textsuperscript{216} Id.
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countries have accounting systems that are for the most part compatible with IASs; and some countries have well-developed accounting standards that in large part are incompatible with IASs. Given the general reception and the overall necessity of harmonisation, increasing use of IASs appears likely.

3. International Federation of Accountants (IFAC)

The IFAC, organised in 1977, which includes the International Auditing Practices Committee (IAPC), is charged with the responsibility of developing and issuing guidelines on generally accepted auditing practices and the content of audit reports. Overall, the problems facing the IAPC are quite similar to those facing IASC; however, the focus of the IAPC is on auditing rather than on accounting standards.

4. Cooperation Between IOSCO and IASC

In the area of international accounting standards for financial reporting connected with stock exchange listings, the barriers created by the lack of a single financial language are especially significant to the process of international capital formation. IOSCO, however, had always withheld any endorsement of the various IASs, feeling that a core set of standards that dealt comprehensively with all the main financial reporting issues should be completed first. In 1993, IOSCO agreed on "the necessary components of a reasonably complete set of accounting standards (core standards) that would comprise a comprehensive body of principles for enterprises undertaking crossborder offerings and listings." IOSCO's list identified forty core standards. The IASC, however, was unwilling to undertake such a process, until July 1995, at which time the IASC and IOSCO published a joint agreement agreeing to complete a comprehensive set of core standards agreed between the two organisations by 1999. "In July 1995, the IASC's 16-member board and IOSCO's technical committee agreed that there is 'a compelling need' for high-quality, comprehensive international accounting standards." In July 1995, IOSCO announced publicly:

The IASC Board has developed a work plan that the Technical Committee agrees will result, upon successful completion, in IAS comprising a comprehensive core set of standards. Completion of comprehensive core standards that are acceptable to the [IOSCO] Technical Committee will allow the Technical Committee to recommend endorsement of IAS for cross border capital raising and listing purposes in all global markets. IOSCO has already endorsed IAS 7,
Cash Flow Statements, and has indicated to the IASC that 14 of the existing International Accounting Standards do not require additional improvement, providing that the other core standards are successfully completed.235

Under the agreement, IASC and IOSCO agreed to collaborate to produce a comprehensive set of core standards for the global listing of securities, which then would be submitted to IOSCO for endorsement by its membership.236 Overall, "the two groups' goal is the development of financial statements, prepared in accordance with such international rules, that can be read world-wide in cross-border securities listings as an alternative to the use of national accounting standards," thereby resulting in an increase in market efficiencies.237

In July 1995, the completion of the core standards work programme was scheduled for June 1999.238 The participants in the core standards development process thereafter urged IASC to accelerate the timetable, and in March 1996 the IASC announced that its Board agreed to set a new date of March 1998.239 This date, however, was subsequently delayed again to 1999.

As of October 1998, the IASC and its membership had formally approved thirty-six of forty proposed core standards. Of the four outstanding standards, those applicable to business combinations (including goodwill)240 were finalized in July 1998, and approved by the membership of IASC. The core standards relating to the Financial Instruments Project, with respect to standards dealing with hedging,241 investments,242 and financial instruments/off-balance sheet items243 were all eventually finalised and accepted during 1998 and 1999, in order to meet the revised March 1999 completion deadline.

The Core Standards as set forth in IOSCO's 1993 list are grouped into five major categories: general; income statement; balance sheet; cash flow statement; and other. General standards deal with the following areas: (1) disclosure of accounting policies;244 (2) changes in accounting policies;245 and (3) information disclosed in financial state-

236. Burkholder, supra note 234, at 540. Highlights of the IASC work plan include: (1) issuance of a final statement on international accounting standards on income taxes in June 1996; (2) revised standards on intangible assets, research and development, and goodwill, also in June 1996; (3) international accounting standards on earnings per share in January 1997, following issuance of a disclosure document in September 1996; (4) final standards on business segment reporting in March 1997; and (5) final rules on financial instruments and investments, interim reporting, discontinued operations, and provisioning and contingencies, all in March 1998. Id. 237. Id. (citing joint IOSCO/IASC statement of July 1995).
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245. IAS 8, Profit or Loss for the Period, Fundamental Errors and Changes in Accounting Policies (Jan. 1, 1979), reprinted in AICPA, supra note 241; see also http://www.iasc.org.uk.
ments.\textsuperscript{246} Core standards related to the income statement are addressed to: (1) revenue recognition;\textsuperscript{247} (2) construction contracts;\textsuperscript{248} (3) production and purchase costs;\textsuperscript{249} (4) depreciation;\textsuperscript{250} (5) impairment;\textsuperscript{251} (6) taxes;\textsuperscript{252} (7) extraordinary items;\textsuperscript{253} (8) government grants;\textsuperscript{254} (9) retirement benefits;\textsuperscript{255} (10) other employee benefits;\textsuperscript{256} (11) research and development;\textsuperscript{257} (12) interest;\textsuperscript{258} and (13) hedging.\textsuperscript{259}

Standards governing the balance sheet address: (1) property, plant and equipment;\textsuperscript{260} (2) leases;\textsuperscript{261} (3) inventories;\textsuperscript{262} (4) deferred taxes;\textsuperscript{263} (5) foreign currency;\textsuperscript{264} (6) investments;\textsuperscript{265} (7) financial instruments/off balance sheet items;\textsuperscript{266} (8) joint ventures;\textsuperscript{267} (9) contingencies;\textsuperscript{268} (10) events occurring after the balance sheet date;\textsuperscript{269} (11) current assets and current liabil-
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\textsuperscript{255} IAS 19, Employee Benefits (Jan. 1, 1985) (revised Jan. 1998 and effective for Reporting Periods beginning Jan. 1, 1999), reprinted in AICPA, supra note 241; see also http://www.iasc.org.uk.
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\textsuperscript{269} IAS 10, Contingencies and Events Occurring after the Balance Sheet Date (Jan. 1, 1980) (revised 1974), reprinted in AICPA, supra note 241; see also http://www.iasc.org.uk. The portion of IAS 10 dealing with contingencies is being revised in the current IASC project on Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and Contingent Assets. The portion on subsequent events is being revised in a separate IASC project on that subject.
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ities;\textsuperscript{270} (12) business combinations (including goodwill);\textsuperscript{271} and (13) intangibles other than R&D and goodwill.\textsuperscript{272}

A single standard details cash flow statement contents.\textsuperscript{273} Other relevant core standards cover: (1) consolidated financial statements;\textsuperscript{274} (2) subsidiaries in hyperinflationary economies;\textsuperscript{275} (3) associates and equity accounting;\textsuperscript{276} (4) segment reporting;\textsuperscript{277} (5) interim reporting;\textsuperscript{278} (6) earnings per share;\textsuperscript{279} (7) related party disclosures;\textsuperscript{280} (8) discontinuing operations;\textsuperscript{281} (9) fundamental errors;\textsuperscript{282} and (10) changes in estimates.\textsuperscript{283}

The IASC proposal has been submitted and approved by the membership of IOSCO\textsuperscript{284} and has also been reviewed both by domestic authorities and other international institutions and organisations, such as the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision.\textsuperscript{285} Although IOSCO endorsement of comprehensive IAS was not guaranteed, IOSCO did commit to undertake a review of the completed project, and upon completion of the IASC core standards working programme, IOSCO evaluated the resulting standards.\textsuperscript{286} The IOSCO evaluation commenced after the final draft standards was completed and resulted in substantial approval. The standards were subsequently approved by the full membership of IOSCO (including the U.S. SEC), with a recommendation for implementation in member jurisdictions.\textsuperscript{287} As a result, there exists the clear possibility for the eventual employment of core
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standards developed by IASC and approved by IOSCO being thereafter acceptable by the SEC for acceptance in the U.S. capital markets.

V. Implementation of International Standards for Offerings and Listings of Securities

International standards may be interesting from an academic standpoint, but real impact on financial markets only comes with domestic implementation in the world's most significant capital markets, namely the United States and the European Union.

Recognising the importance of implementation, in May 2000, IOSCO produced a Report on Implementation of IDS. The Report surveyed the progress of implementation of IDS among the seventeen members of the Working Party. Sixteen indicated either that they:

(1) currently accept documents prepared in accordance with the IDSs from foreign companies, or
(2) have taken steps to be in a position to do so at some point in 2000.

According to information supplied by those surveyed, progress in implementation fell into five categories: (1) those that had implemented IDS through changes in laws or rules by May 2000 (four jurisdictions: Spain, the United Kingdom, Mexico, and Italy); (2) those that were in the process of implementing IDS through changes in laws or rules by end-2000 (two jurisdictions: France and the United States); (3) those that permitted use of IDS without any need for rule changes, through discretionary authority or other means (eight jurisdictions: Australia, Belgium, Germany, Hong Kong, Japan, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, and Switzerland); (4) those that planned to undertake rule changes to implement IDS, but in the interim would permit use through discretionary authority (two jurisdictions: Ontario and Quebec); and (5) those that would not allow use of IDS (one jurisdiction: Sweden).

According to the survey participants, of the four jurisdictions which had made changes to the laws and/or rules: two (Spain and United Kingdom) permit optional use of the IDSs by foreign companies; one (Mexico) requires use of IDS by both foreign and domestic companies; and one (Italy) revised its listing rules in a manner that conforms to the IDS requirements (although without specific reference to the IDSs) and those listing rules apply to both foreign and domestic companies. As of May 2000, France and the United States were in the process of changing laws and/or rules to permit use of the IDSs, with the changes effective sometime in 2000.

According to the respondents, Australia, Belgium, Germany, Hong Kong, Japan, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, and Switzerland currently permit (either through discretionary authority or other means) foreign companies to use the IDSs without the necessity of changing their laws or rules. Japanese officials stated that its foreign company disclosure forms had been amended to be more comparable to the IDSs and disclosure that complies fully with the IDS would be accepted under discretionary authority. Switzerland noted plans to make follow-up changes to its laws or rules.


289. The seventeen Working Party members surveyed were: Australia, Belgium, France, Germany, Hong Kong, Italy, Japan, Luxembourg, Mexico, the Netherlands, Ontario, Quebec, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, the United Kingdom, and the United States.
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Two Canadian provinces, Ontario and Quebec, stated that rulemaking activities were planned in cooperation with other provincial securities regulators to permit use of the IDS by foreign companies. In the interim period, both would consider exercising their discretionary authority to permit a foreign company to use the IDSs to access their markets.

Sweden noted that the content of the IDSs would satisfy most, but not all, of its requirements for an offering, but that companies would have to provide additional information on the topics covered by the IDS before documents based on those standards would be accepted. In relation to domestic companies, according to the IOSCO survey, two (Italy and Mexico) require disclosure that conforms to the IDS requirements. Eight (Australia, Belgium, Germany, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Spain, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom, would permit domestic companies to use the IDSs, although with conditions in some cases.

An informal survey of the implementation of IDS conducted by Samuel Wolff of Akin, Gump, Strauss, Hauer & Feld was published in February 2001. Of the respondents to the informal survey, Wolff found four in which IDS had been implemented through rule and/or legislative changes applicable to foreign and domestic issuers: two (Italy and Mexico) require use of IDS for both foreign and domestic issuers; one (Argentina) required IDS for foreign issuers and intended to apply the same requirements to domestic issuers by sometime in 2002; and one (Singapore) required IDS with modifications for both foreign and domestic issuers.

Of the respondents, Wolf found five jurisdictions which had implemented IDSs for foreign issuers only by rule and/or legislative change: in two (the United States and Switzerland), IDSs were optional for foreign issuers, but different standards applied to domestic issuers, although foreign issuers could also comply with the domestic requirements; in one (France), changes were in progress during 2001 to allow use of IDS by foreign issuers; one (Spain) required use of IDS for foreign issuers; and one (the United Kingdom) listing rules exempt foreign issuers complying with IDS from certain provisions, but would nonetheless be required to furnish listing particulars in accordance with the remaining provisions of the listing rules. Wolf found that seven of the respondents anticipated no legislative and/or rules changes were necessary, but IDS were acceptable for issuers: in four (Luxembourg, Hong Kong, the Netherlands, and Belgium), IDS would be accepted under discretionary authority; in one (Germany), IDS were deemed to meet listing requirements; in one (Japan), IDS would be accepted on a discretionary basis, but only if in Japanese proper format; and in one (Australia), Wolf was not able to confirm the response to the IOSCO survey indicating that IDS would be accepted under discretionary authority. In one jurisdiction (South Africa), it was unclear whether IDS would be accepted, and IDS were not acceptable in four jurisdictions (Israel, Canada, India, and Taiwan).

From these surveys, use of IDS by different jurisdictions appears to be falling into four categories: (1) required for all companies, foreign and domestic; (2) optional for all companies, foreign and domestic; (3) inapplicable to domestic companies, but required for domestic issuers; and (4) required for foreign issuers only.
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foreign companies; and (4) inapplicable to domestic companies and optional for foreign companies. Wolff concludes:

the record so far, two and one-half years after promulgation of the IOSCO Standards, is mixed at best . . . While some progress has been made toward the implementation of International Disclosure Standards, the more toward implementation has probably been slower than IOSCO contemplated. There is still a hodge-podge of prospectus and listing rules which foreign issuers have to sort through as before on a country-by-country basis to determine applicable disclosure standards. More often than not, there is no reference at all to the IOSCO Standards.

While Wolf's conclusion does not appear optimistic, closer analysis of implementation of IDS and IAS in the two most significant capital markets (the United States and the EU) actually suggests that significant progress is in fact being made.

A. International Disclosure Standards

1. United States

The principal securities legislation in the United States remains the Securities Act of 1933 (1933 Act) and the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (1934 Act), the former regulating the initial public offering of securities and the latter secondary dealings in them. Although much amended by subsequent Congresses, and added to by rules and regulations of the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), the original purpose of the legislation remains unchanged, namely to protect investors by requiring the provision of accurate and timely information. Specifically, in relation to disclosure in securities offerings, providing shareholders with better tools with which to scrutinise companies issuing securities (especially public/listed corporations) was one of the U.S. Congress's central purposes in adopting the 1933 and 1934 Acts.

The key obligation imposed by the 1933 Act is the requirement for registration of any offering of securities, absent a specific exemption. Initial disclosure obligations are supported by a liability framework, including criminal and civil (private and administrative) actions, as well as requirements for on-going disclosure of public companies, under the 1934 Act. General disclosure requirements are contained in Regulation S-K. In order to increase the attractiveness of U.S. capital markets for non-U.S. issuers, the SEC has made a number of accommodations over the years, including respecting disclosure standards.

294. Wolff, supra note 291, at 105.
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298. Accommodations include:

- Interim reporting on the basis of home country and stock exchange practice rather than quarterly;
- Exemption from proxy rules and the insider reporting and short swing profit recovery provision;
- Aggregate executive compensation disclosure rather than individual disclosure, if permitted in issuer's home country;
- Acceptance of 3 IAS: cash flow statements (7), business combinations (22) and operations in hyperinflationary economies (21);
- Offering document financial statements updated principally on a semi-annual rather than a quarterly basis; and
- Exemption from 1934 Act registration under Section 12(g) for foreign private issuers that have not engaged in a U.S. public offering or whose securities are not traded on a national exchange or NASDAQ.
On September 28, 1999, the U.S. SEC adopted a complete revision of Form F-20, which contains the basic disclosure requirements applicable to foreign private issuers under the U.S. Securities Acts, largely along the lines proposed previously in February 1999. Under the SEC Final Rule and Form F-20 there under, the IOSCO IDS are substantially implemented into U.S. securities regulation, although the F-20 requirements remain more detailed and stringent than those of IDS. According to Allan Belier of Cleary, Gottlieb, Steen & Hamilton:

"foreign issuers that register with the Commission for the first time will not find the new disclosure regime any more hospitable than the old . . . Unless the IOSCO Standards are adopted for home-country disclosure, most issuers will probably continue to prepare substantially different offering documents and annual reports to satisfy home-country requirements and to satisfy U.S. requirements."

Most significantly, the F-20 revision does not address issues respecting financial information, with reconciliation to U.S. GAAP continuing to be required. Nonetheless, IDS have been implemented in the United States.

2. Europe

As a result of EMU, EU Member States and the European Commission have re-examined the Single Market project and sought to take steps to remedy structural problems not addressed in the earlier SEA and Maastricht processes.


Included within the FSAP were decisions to focus on, inter alia, developing a single prospectus for securities offerings and a single set of financial statements for listed companies. The Commission, the FSPG and a variety of specially created groups of market experts have since moved forward with proposals in a wide variety of areas, including the development of a single prospectus and single set of financial statements. Most signifi-
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The European Council endorsed the recommendations (including a controversial new legislative process for EU securities legislation) of the Lamfalussy Committee in Stockholm in March 2001. Key recommendations of the Lamfalussy Committee include adoption by the end of 2003 of a single prospectus for issuers and modernisation of admission to listing. Other key recommendations include home country control for all wholesale members and definition of professional investor, modernisation of investment rules for UCITS, adoption of IAS, and the creation of a single passport for recognised stock markets. Recommendations so far have resulted in the creation of a Committee of European Securities Regulatorss and a European Securities Committee.

As noted above, as one aspect of the creation of a single prospectus, the Commission has codified the four basic listing directives. As a very significant follow-on development, the Commission, following the Lamfalussy recommendations, proposed a single prospectus, valid EU-wide, covering all listing and public offers of securities. According to the Commission, the key features are:

1. Definition of clear conditions for offering securities to the public and for admission to trading;
2. Harmonisation of the essential definitions in order to avoid loopholes and different approaches, thus ensuring a level playing field throughout the EU;
3. Introduction of enhanced disclosure standards in line with international standards (IOSCO) for public offer of securities and admission to trading;
4. Introduction of the registration document system for issuers whose securities are admitted to trading on regulated markets in order to ensure a yearly update of the key information concerning the issuer;
5. Concentration of the responsibilities in the Home State’s administrative competent authority; and
6. The “single passport” enabling the possibility to offer or admit securities to trading on the basis of a simple notification of the prospectus approved by the home competent authority.

Significantly, the requirements for information included in the prospectus are identical to those of the IOSCO IDS, albeit with much less detail present in the Commission pro-
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At present, the ideas included within the proposed prospectus directive, while enjoying general support, are generating conflict amongst market practitioners, especially in respect to the lack of detail included in the initial proposal and in respect to potential liability for issuers using such a mechanism and the related lack of clarity in respect to general issues of enforcement outside of initial approval. In addition to proposals on accounting standards and prospectuses, the Commission has also initiated consultation on on-going disclosure obligations of listed companies.

B. ACCOUNTING AND AUDITING STANDARDS

As noted, the IAS core programme has been approved by IOSCO, reviewed and largely recommended by the Basel Committee, and included as one of the key standards for sound financial systems by the Financial Stability Forum. In addition, they have been accepted for international offerings and listings by a wide range of stock exchanges around the world. Among the largest capital markets in the world, the EU has determined to use IAS as the basis for reporting by all EU listed companies by 2005, while the United States is currently discussing future usage of IAS in its markets. Significantly, with the on-going debate over Enron, pressure for adoption of IAS around the world may increase.

1. Europe

In the EU, the Accounting Directives have provided a base level of minimum standards for accounting; however, as noted above, they never reached the level of a complete, coherent, integrated system of accounting, with the result being that the accounting standards and practices varied significantly across Member States.

As a result of this realisation and of the increasing emphasis on the importance of developing a single capital market in the Euro Area and the EU as a whole, the Commission investigated whether to develop a complete system of European accounting standards—an European GAAP, perhaps through a European Accounting Standards Board or similar organisation—or whether to instead rely on the work of the IASC. In the event, the decision taken was to work with the IASC process and IAS. As the most concrete step to date, the Commission determined in 2001 to adopt the use of IAS as a requirement applying to all companies listed on any securities exchange within the EU by the end of 2005—a requirement that will fundamentally effect the financial reporting of approximately 7,000 EU companies.
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listed companies. As a result of the Commission's determination to work directly with the international standards-setting process and to require all EU listed companies to report according to IAS by 2005, recent and developing international efforts in this area are of considerable interest and importance.

2. United States

In the United States, the SEC has responsibility for setting accounting standards for securities issuers, which it in turn delegates to the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB). The FASB in turn establishes U.S. GAAP, which govern accounting practices in the United States. Historically, by far the greatest barrier to foreign issuer access to the U.S. capital markets has been the requirement for use of U.S. GAAP for required financial information and reporting.\(^{118}\) In order to partially address these concerns, the SEC has allowed foreign issuers to use either GAAP or home country (or IAS) reconciled to GAAP. Reconciliation, however, is an expensive and time-consuming process and can still be regarded as the major barrier to foreign issuer access to U.S. markets.

Notwithstanding IOSCO endorsement of IAS (and participation of the U.S. SEC in that process), the U.S. SEC is considering the IAS package independently with no underlying legal obligation to follow IOSCO endorsement. Congressional testimony of SEC officials indicates that in order for IAS to be adopted, the standards must (1) constitute a comprehensive basis of accounting; (2) be of high quality and result in comparability and transparency and provide for full disclosure; and (3) be rigorously interpreted and applied.\(^{119}\) The SEC has repeatedly stated that its decision to adopt IAS would be premised upon an evaluation of the impact of IAS upon capital formation, cost of capital for domestic registrants, and investor protection.\(^{319}\) The SEC concluded that the IASC's efforts have already contributed greatly to raising the level of accounting standards worldwide and reducing the number of differences between international standards and accounting principles used in the United States. These and other efforts at the international level are encouraging development of accounting principles that have the needs of investors and capital markets as their primary focus.\(^{320}\)

The SEC at present has a request for public comment respecting adoption of IAS pending.\(^{321}\) In respect to the IAS proposal, the United States is looking at four options: (1) retain the current reconciliation system; (2) remove some reconciliation requirements for selected IAS; (3) allow IAS for recognition and measurement, with GAAP and SEC supplemental footnote disclosure; or (4) allow IAS without reconciliation. The first (no change) and last
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(adopt IAS for foreign issuers) are both unlikely. In respect to the first, the SEC (through IOSCO) has endorsed the use of IAS for foreign issuers. As a result of this, combined with congressional pressure, it would seem as if the SEC would have to make some allowances in respect to IAS. In respect to the last, given the comments of both the SEC and domestic constituents, it appears unlikely (even in the context of the Enron debate) that IAS will be adopted wholesale, at least at this point in time.

It therefore seems probable that the SEC will allow use of IAS to some extent by foreign issuers. The SEC may decide to endorse certain IASC core standards but not endorse other standards. Notably, the SEC has previously endorsed three IASC standards for partial use by foreign issuers without requiring reconciliation to U.S. GAAP. The SEC could decide to endorse IAS for use by foreign issuers coupled with a requirement that issuers explore U.S. GAAP on particular issues not addressed or inadequately addressed in the opinion of the SEC. The SEC could also exclude one or more of the core standards adopted by IOSCO from domestic endorsement.

VI. Conclusion: Globalisation of Securities Offerings?

As noted at the outset, the key issue is globalisation of financial markets, specifically the market for securities offerings and listings, which at present is largely impossible due to disparities between domestic legal and regulatory standards. Essential to true "globalisation" of securities offerings and listings is the issue of whether, for the first time, international efforts may lead to the development of an agreed format for the content of an international offering/listing document acceptable in jurisdictions around the world, i.e., a "global prospectus" or "international passport prospectus." Three trends underscore the forces supporting the growing pressure for such a mechanism: cross-border mergers and acquisitions, mergers and alliances between stock exchanges around the world, and the development of "global shares," traded on multiple markets. As a preliminary matter, however, it is necessary to look at the current status of international securities offerings in order to determine whether, despite current disparities, truly global offerings in fact do exist.

A. "Global Offerings" in Practice

In February 2001, Howell Jackson of Harvard University and Eric Pan of Covington & Burling published the results of an investigation into how European corporate issuers are currently (as of 1999) raising capital in European transactions. Jackson and Pan conclude, "the most notable feature of capital-raising practices in Europe in 1999 is the fact that market forces, and not formal legal requirements, appear to be the most important determinant of the manner in which European issuers raise capital in pan-European offerings. They conclude that the practices in Europe have two significant implications for the debate over regulatory competition: first, competition seems to be following a pattern of higher standards,
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rather than a feared "race to the bottom"; and second, market practices are moving towards a level and system of disclosure similar to that found in U.S. private placements, supported by effective linkages between national markets through secondary market access.

Overall, Jackson and Pan’s research suggests that “the overwhelming number of European equity offerings consist of a distribution to local investors (including retail investors) plus a pan-European offering limited to institutional investors across Europe (and elsewhere in the world, often including U.S. institutional investors under Rule 144A),” termed an “International-style Offering.” Essentially, the mutual recognition provisions of the European prospectus and stock exchange directives are not useful in practice due to state barriers and technical issues. Instead, it is simpler and more effective to rely on the Euro-markets and exemptions for professional investors required under the Public Offer Prospectus Directive. Further, market practice allows transfers from professional purchasers to domestic retail purchasers, through loose resale restrictions (termed by the authors, “resale leakage”) and also through European stock exchange access provisions of the ISD (termed by the authors “secondary market linkages”).

While Jackson and Pan’s subsequent study has not yet been published, a review of market practices suggests that at present securities offerings take six primary forms: (1) domestic offerings by domestic companies to domestic investors, subject to domestic regulatory standards; (2) foreign offerings by foreign companies to investors in another jurisdiction, subject to domestic standards which have in some cases been relaxed to encourage such activities (e.g., Regulation S/Rule 144A in the U.S.); (3) international or Euromarkets offerings by companies of any jurisdiction to international institutional investors, structured to avoid domestic regulatory standards through exemptions for certain transactions and investors and typically following U.S. private placement standards (as noted by Jackson and Pan); (4) international-style offerings (as described by Jackson and Pan) by companies of any jurisdiction, to domestic (including retail) investors in the company’s home jurisdiction, plus institutional investors across the EU through the Euromarkets, and often to U.S. institutional investors through the Regulation S/Rule 144A mechanism; (5) so-called “global offerings”, in reality a series of domestic offerings to domestic investors in various jurisdictions subject to domestic regulatory requirements, often combined with an international or international-style offering, and sometimes structured around a “global share” tradable across various domestic exchanges; and (6) internet offerings, which typically reflect domestic or international-style structures.

By contrast, a true global offering would involve a single coordinated offering to investors around the world based upon identical standards respecting not only offering/listing but also marketing requirements and based upon a freely tradable global share structure. At present, due to conflicting domestic requirements, such an offering is not possible, even absent considerations of subsequent ongoing reporting or liability concerns.

B. Stock Exchange Consolidation

In the past several years, in addition to growing numbers of international and multi-jurisdictional offerings of securities and drives towards truly “global” offerings, securities
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exchanges around the world have been moving to encourage listings by foreign companies and to expand operations internationally, through organic growth, mergers and alliances.

The first method attracting foreign listings has been favoured by the NYSE and the London Stock Exchange (LSE). The difficulty here, namely for the NYSE, has been U.S. inflexibility with respect to requirements for listing and accounting standards, as discussed above. The second method, international expansion, is illustrated by NASDAQ’s drive to organically establish linked exchanges in the major securities markets around the world. Because of varying legal requirements in the major financial jurisdictions (i.e., the United States, the EU and Japan), this has not been overly successful, as the discussion above indicates.

The third key method is the recent spate of mergers and alliances between exchanges around the world. In respect to consolidation of exchanges, this trend began with NASDAQ’s drive to establish linked exchanges in the major securities markets around the world in order to avoid certain difficulties associated with organic expansion. Other key examples are the merger of the Paris, Amsterdam, and Brussels bourses to form “Euronext” and the ongoing efforts on the parts of the Frankfurt and London exchanges to expand their respective international reaches. While these latter moves are being driven by changes in the EU (especially EMU), the trend has now spread internationally, with the mooted creation of Global Equity Market (GEM), combining, inter alia, the NYSE and Euronext.

As with the move towards fully global offerings of securities, international expansion by historically domestic stock exchanges has been driven by investors (especially institutions) and companies seeking to diversify risk and maximise opportunities for capital raising and generation of returns. Put simply, the overall goal is “a single 24-hour market in which the shares of the world’s biggest blue-chip firms can be traded cheaply and efficiently.”

A number of key impediments exist however, of which differing regulatory and financial standards are the most significant. In addition, other significant impediments include settlement and custody and nationalistic protectionism and pride. Interestingly, however, in terms of regulation, what does not seem to be happening is the classic fear of a “race to the bottom” (as was seen historically in U.S. corporate law). Rather, there seems to be a move towards higher standards, rather than lower, with two major systems appearing most competitive: that of the United States and that of the United Kingdom—the two systems with historically the highest standards of securities regulation and also the two predominant financial centres of their respective continents.

C. CROSS-BORDER MERGERS AND ACQUISITIONS

In respect to cross-border mergers and acquisitions (M&A), the growing importance and usefulness of such a mechanism is underscored by recent cross-border merger activities, of which the Daimler Benz-Chrysler and British Petroleum-Amoco mergers are the most high profile instances. While in the area of international bonds, a de facto global prospectus has been in existence for some time (through the mechanisms of the Eurobond markets), this article argues that the development of a global prospectus for international equity offerings may soon be a reality. In fact, in some ways as discussed below, it already has and
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is set to continue, essentially because of support from the various concerned constituencies in major markets around the world.

D. PROPosals TO SUPPORT THE DEVELOPMENT OF GLOBAL OFFERINGS

According to Hal Scott of Harvard University, "[i]n fully internationalised securities markets, issuers in public primary markets should be able to issue securities to investors worldwide using one set of optimal distribution procedures and disclosure documents, and subject to one set of liability standards and enforcement remedies."\(^{332}\) Scott argues that "the imposition of U.S. rules for disclosure, distribution, and enforcement, within and to some extent outside the United States, impedes the achievement of [this goal]"—and in fact at present makes achievement of the goal impossible.\(^{333}\) According to Scott, an issuer can, at present deal, with diverse national distribution requirements in three ways—none of which are entirely satisfactory: 1. abstain entirely from issuing in the U.S. market; 2. distribute in foreign markets under foreign rules and in the U.S. market under U.S. marketing standards, which may result in the U.S. distribution occurring later in the United States than elsewhere; or 3. refrain from issuing marketing materials, other than a U.S. compliant prospectus, in any market until the registration statement is effective in the United States. As a result of the current impasse, Scott analyses three possible alternatives: \(^{335}\) (1) harmonisation to an agreed common set of rules; (2) mutual recognition of domestic rules; and (3) off-shore free zones in which issuers issue securities to investors from any country under a single set of market-determined rules. In respect to harmonisation, Scott is dismissive of the likely success of IDS.\(^{336}\) While this can be disputed, he also suggests that more significant impediments remain in respect to, first, standardisation of distribution procedures, second, standardisation of enforcement, and third, interpretation, updating and potential to stifle competition.\(^{337}\)

With respect to mutual recognition, Scott concludes (along with most others) that the neither the MJDS nor the EU passport system have not been satisfactory in practice.\(^{338}\) In relation to the possible extension of mutual recognition beyond the MJDS or the EU, Scott concludes that the United States is unlikely to converge its standards with those of others, that any mutual recognition must be limited to true home country companies, and non-standardised distribution and enforcement rules would remain.\(^{339}\)

Scott's preferred alternative is the creation of an off-shore free-zone, in which countries would permit issuers to offer securities to the public (including residents of their own countries) offshore, subject only to minimum disclosure standards, which would require substantial changes in current U.S. rules embodied principally in Regulation S.\(^{340}\)

John Coffee, Jr. of Columbia University has argued that global convergence of share-
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holder protection norms is more likely to come from stock exchange regulation than corporate law.¹⁴¹

Marc Steinberg of Southern Methodist University and Lee Michaels develop a proposal combining elements of mutual recognition and harmonisation.³⁴² First, IOSCO should develop a common prospectus or offering document, with different standards for companies from developed, semi-developed and emerging markets.³⁴³ Second, "[e]ach nation’s anti-fraud provisions would apply to enable regulators (and where authorised, investors) to pursue relief for disclosure deficiencies or other wrongs."³⁴⁴

While all of these are potentially valid suggestions, the recent use of "global shares" may indicate a different path forward.

E. GLOBAL SHARES

Global shares are used by a number of companies, including Daimler-Chrysler and most recently Deutsche Bank. Under the global share structure, companies issue a single, interchangeable and freely tradable class of shares, which are in turn listed on multiple exchanges pursuant to the individual requirements of the individual exchanges (e.g., the NYSE, the LSE, and Deutsche Bourse). Shares are created pursuant to the law of the jurisdiction of incorporation, which governs internal matters, and listed pursuant to the requirements of the securities regulatory systems in the jurisdictions of the respective stock exchanges, which also typically requires certain standards of corporate governance and on-going disclosure. Enforcement of securities violations is pursuant to the rules and structures of the jurisdictions in which the listings take place, although the jurisdiction of incorporation governs in certain circumstances. Shares are then traded through linkages between the clearing and settlement structures associated with each listing exchange, with a register maintained under the rules of the jurisdiction of incorporation.

This sort of structure, while complex, is quite appealing, in that it also provides companies access to investors in a variety of markets, while at the same time encouraging liquidity through identity of shares traded on all listing markets. The rules of the listing jurisdiction (in order to ensure adequate disclosure and appropriate investor protection) and the law of the jurisdiction of incorporation maintain standards of corporate governance.

At this point in time, the major impediment to the further development of this sort of structure lies in the disparity of offering/listing rules (making a simultaneous global offering/listing still impossible), in the lack of international linkages between securities clearing and settlement systems (making inter-exchange trading impossible in some cases), and in disparity between accounting systems across various jurisdictions (making it necessary, in some cases, to produce multiple sets of accounts). Nonetheless, it is this sort of model that most exchanges likely will move forward as consolidation and expansion continues.
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F. A Modest Proposal Based Upon Pragmatism and Public Policy

Based upon the analysis above, this author suggests the following as a possible pragmatic approach to the development of mechanisms to support true global offerings, while at the same time maintaining high standards of disclosure and adequate investor protection across jurisdictions.

Countries should continue to implement the IOSCO IDS, along with improving IAS to an acceptable level within a short period. Companies (whether domestic or foreign) seeking to sell securities to the public (either through a stock exchange listing or through a public offering) should be required to use IDS in conjunction with IAS or have the option to use domestic standards (if such exist). Companies would have to comply with the distribution rules of each jurisdiction in which it is desired to list or make an offering to the public (as is presently the case). IOSCO (and where relevant, regional organisation such as the EU) would seek to develop harmonised distribution standards, a process that in all likelihood will be facilitated and encouraged by consolidation and international expansion on the part of securities exchanges. In the interim, companies and their legal advisors are well equipped to deal with divergent systems. By accessing the public markets of a given jurisdiction, companies would become subject to the domestic enforcement standards applicable. The risks would be limited by registration requirements of exchanges and securities regulators. For institutional investors (the major constituency of the Euromarkets), exemptions/relaxations should be in place to reduce the more stringent disclosure requirements appropriate for the public (and used in all listings). This however will necessitate convergence in respect to definitions of public offers.

Clearly, companies are in a better position than individual investors to monitor their potential legal and regulatory risks. Companies would also be subject to the legal regime of their jurisdiction of incorporation and/or domicile. As stock exchange linkages develop, standards of enforcement will move upwards, as individual exchanges seek partners with exchanges from countries with higher regulatory standards or choose such standards for market reasons. Institutional investors pursuant to exemptions from the stringent requirements of public offerings in turn would rely on the standards of the home jurisdiction, as well as listing jurisdictions, as appropriate in the given case. The end result is a placing of the burden on companies in the context of listings and public offerings and allowing the public in a given jurisdiction to use the rules available in their own jurisdiction for enforcement. Institutional investors operating outside of the standards appropriate for the investing public should be able to enforce on the basis of the home jurisdiction of the issuer, as well as on the basis of the rules of any jurisdiction on which the issuer is listed.

The United States should continue to emphasise high minimum standards for disclosure and enforcement, but should be flexible in their actual form and work through IOSCO to achieve harmonisation of standards. Mutual recognition will in all likelihood increase as minimum international standards are established, implemented, and enforced, reflecting the experiences of the EU in its ongoing project to create a single European capital market.